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Abstract 
Computing the core of decision information system and designing efficient relative attribution reduction algorithms 
are the main research content in rough set theory. After thorough comprehension of the basic concepts of rough set 
theory, some useful properties based on positive region are found, on this basis, the attribute core is computed by 
making use of the information of positive region directly. What's more, a computational method of relative reduction 
is presented. Due to this method has not to calculate discernibility matrix, so as to reduce the cost of time and space, 
improve the running efficiency of the proposed algorithm. At the same time, theoretical analysis and example 
analysis illustrate that the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in this paper is improved significantly when compared 
to the existing algorithms. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction
Since the original exposition of the rough set theory by Pawlak as a new mathematics tool to deal with
vagueness and uncertainty of imprecise data[1,2,3]. It has been developed and found applications in the 
field of decision analysis, fault diagnosis, pattern recognition, data mining and knowledge discovery in 
database[4,5].The relative reduction is one of the core contents in rough set theory. But the problems of 
finding all attribute reductions or the minimal attribute reductions in decision system are NP-hard. At 
present, there is not yet an efficient algorithm for computing optimal attributes or all the attribute 
reductions. While an efficient relative reduction algorithm is to provide foundation for knowledge 
discovery in rough set theory, thus finding a quick relative reduction algorithm is still the main research 
content. Due to many actual application domains there are main decision information systems, denoting 
as decision table, which is the main research object in rough set theory. Therefore, calculating the core 
and relative reductions of decision information system is a significant work.  
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Because in many actual applications, it not guaranteed to get an optimal attribute reduction in 
decision information system, which is a NP-hard problem. Sometimes it only to compute a sub-optimum 
attributes reduction. In recent years, some scholars have provided many computing core and relative 
reduction algorithms[6,7], while more attention has been paid to dicernibility matrix and some improved 
algorithms based on dicernibility matrix[8,9]. What's more, a method based on information theory is 
provided in paper[10,11], using information entropy as heuristic knowledge to find a more important 
attribute. Though intuitively and validly, the disadvantages of these computational methods are that the 
time complexity and space complexity are too high, which are not adapt to deal with larger data set, so as 
to restrict the extensive use of rough set theory to a certain degree. After through a comprehensive and 
profound study of rough set theory, some properties of positive region are found in this paper, at the same 
time, a method of computing core attribute directly is presented. And a algorithm for relative reduction by 
using heuristic information based on positive region is put forward. Finally, a practical example is 
employed to illustrate the efficiency of the new algorithm.  
2. Preliminaries 
       Definition 1. Given an decision information system(a decision table ) ),,,,( fVDCUS = , where 
U = 1 2{ , , , }nx x xL  is the universe of objects, called domain; A C D= ∪ , where C  is a non-empty set 
of condition attribute, D is a non-empty set of decision attribute, and C D∩ =∅ aa C DV ∈ ∪= ∪; , that is, 
where  is the value range of attribute a ;
V
aV f ：U C D V× ∪ →
a C
 is an information function, which is 
one information value for each attribute of each object, that is , ,x UD∀ ∈ ∪ ∈ ( , ) af x a V∈
IN
 holds. 
With each attribute subset , there is a binary indiscernibility relation (B C⊆ ∪
, ) ( ,
)D ( )B =D
{( , ) | , ( )}x y U U∈ × ∀a fB∈ x a f= y a  , denoted by ./U B
        Definition 2.  For a decision table ,),,,,( fVDCUS = P C D∀ ⊆ ∪ , denote , if 
there exists
1 2/ { , ,..., }mU P P P P=
X U⊆ , then P X  is called lower approximation of
with respect to 
( )− = ∪{ | / ,i iP P U P P∈  }i X⊆ X
P , _P X( ) { |i iP / ,  iP U P P X }=∪ ∈ ∩ ≠∅ is called upper approximation of  with 
respect to 
X
P .
Definition 3.  For a decision table , let ( , , , , )S U C D V f= },,,{/ 21 kDDDDU L=  be the 
partition of D with respect to , U P  be the partition of with respect 
toU ,
U
)
1 2/ { , , , }mP P PL=
i
( )P P C⊆
/
(
i
P D U D
( )POS P D−∈= ∪D  is called positive region  with respect toP D .
Definition 4. For a decision table ,( , , , , )S U C D V f= p P C∀ ∈ ⊆ ， if ( ) ( )P P pPOS D POS D−=
then p  is not necessary for P with respect to D ; Otherwise, then p is necessary for P with respect 
to D . For , if every element in P  with respect to P C∀ ⊆ D  is necessary, then with respect to P D  is 
independent. 
Definition 5. For a decision table , for( , , , , )S U C D V f= P C∀ ⊆ , if , and 
with respect to 
( ) ( )P CPOS D POS D=
P D  is independent, , then  is called an attribute reduction of C  with respect to P D .
Definition 6. For a decision table , denote ( , , , , )S U C D V f= Red  be attribute reduction based on 
positive region of with respect toC D , then eCore R d=I   is called core based on positive region. 
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Definition 7[7] Let ( , , , , )S U C D V f=  be a decision table, for 1 2{[ ] ,[ ] , ...,[ ] }/ C C m Cx x xU C ′ ′ ′= , then 
=U ′ 1 2{ , ,..., m}x x x′ ′ ′ | [ ] /si Cx D′ and (| 1= 1,2,...,s t= ), let 1 2{ , ,..., }tpos i i iU x x x′ ′ ′ ′=  and 
, it is said that S Uneg posU U U′ ′ ′= − ( , ,C , , )D V f′ ′=  is a simplified decision table. 
3.  Algorithm Description 
     Computing all reductions or minimal reductions in decision system is a NP-hard problem, because this 
task is quite difficult to carry out, since it usually needs a very time-consuming search to get the 
reductions. The needed time is increased rapidly along with the increasing of attribute-scale and domain-
scale. Therefore, it is often with the aid of heuristic information to come true a quick calculating for 
relative reduction. While in decision system the dependency degree of condition attribute with respect to 
decision attribute is defined as follows:  
/
( ( ))( )
( )C X U D
card C XD
card U
γ −
=
= ∑
Where  denotes the cardinal of object set ( ( ))card C X− X , ( )C Dγ denotes the proportion of domain 
objects partitioning into the corresponding decision class correctly according to the description of 
attribute set C . If eR d C⊆ ，condition attribute eR dic C= − ， then the importance degree of 
attribute is defined as follows:  ic
e { } e( , e , ) ( ) ( )ii R d c Rk c R d D D Ddγ γ∪= −
According to above definition of the importance degree of attributes , a quick algorithm to compute 
relative reduction based on relative core is put forward, the algorithm constitutes of two sub-algorithms 
that is Algorithm１and Algorithm 2 respectively.   
Algorithm 1:  Algorithm for computing relative core based on decision information system 
Input：Decision table ( , , , , )S U C D V f= , where 1 2{ , ,..., }nU x x x= ，condition attribute set 
，decision attribute set1 2{ ,C c c= ,..., }mc { }D d= .
Output: Relative core of decision table ．( )CCore D S
Step1：Calculate simplified decision table ( , , , , )S U C D V f′ = ；
Step2: Calculate positive region of decision table ( )CPOS D ；
Step3: Let =( )CCore D ∅；
Step4: For each condition attribute , if ic C∈ { } ( ) ( )iC c CPOS D POS D−′ ′≠ ，
Then ( ) ( ) { }C CCore D Core D ci= ∪ ；
Step5：Output the relative core ，then the algorithm terminates；( )CCore D
Because the relative core of decision information system is computed by Algorithm 1, in order to 
quicken the efficiency of computing relative reduction, on the basis of Algorithm 1, the following 
algorithm is presented. The algorithm 2 for computing relative reduction based on the computed core 
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attribute set is given as below. And it makes use of positive region as heuristic information for attribute 
importance degree. What's more, according to the determinate condition of attribute importance degree, 
the algorithm is to select a more important attribute adding to relative reduction, then satisfying the 
condition e ( ) ( )R d CPOS D POS D= ，the algorithm terminates, then eR d  is the relative reduction of 
decision information system．
Algorithm 2: Quick algorithm for relative reduction based on decision information system 
Input: Decision table ( , , , , )S U C D V f= , 1 2{ , ,..., }nU x x x= ，condition attribute set      
       ，decision attribute set 1 2{ , ,..., }mC c c c= { }D d= ．
Output: Relative reduction eR d  of decision table ．S
Step1：Calculate simplified decision table ( , , , , )S U C D V f′ = ；
Step2:  Calculate positive region of simplified decision table ( )CPOS D′ ;
Step3：According to Algorithm 1 to compute the relative core of decision table , and              
let
( )CCore D
e (C )R d Core D= ；
Step4：If ；then the algorithm turns to Step5，otherwise calculate ( )CCore D = ∅ e ( )R dPOS D′ ，if
e ( )R d ( )CPOS D′ POS D′= ，then the algorithm terminates. Output relative reduction ；e dR
Step5：For each condition attribute ，calculateeic C R d∈ − e { } e( , e , ) ( ) ( )ii R d c Rk c R d D D Ddγ γ∪= −
e e iR d R d c
，
and select ，let
e
max (
k
i kc C R d
k c
∈ −
=( , e , ) , e , )k c R d D R d D = ∪ ；
Step6：If e ( ) ( )R d CPOS D POS D′ ′= , then terminate the algorithm, output relative reduction eR d ;
otherwise the algorithm turns to Step5. 
       As we known, the relative core of any decision table is alone and it is the intersection of all attribute 
reductions. In Algorithm 2, we make the relative core as a starting point, and then gradually adding an 
attribute with a larger classification decision-making ability, then satisfying the relative reduction 
condition, the algorithm can be obtained the minimal reduction in most cases, at the same time, this 
reduction is complete. 
4. The Example 
      In this section, in order to illustrate the idea and validity of the new algorithm, we use the following 
decision table  to illustrate the new algorithm. Where { } are condition attributes, 
is a decision attribute, there are all together ten objects.  According to the step1 of algorithm 1, we can 
obtainU
( , , , , )S U C DV f=
1 2 5 7 8{ , , , , }
, , ,a b c d
D
x x x x x′ = , 1 2 5 7{ , , , }posU x x x x′ = , 8{  }n egU x′ = , then according to the step4 of 
the algorithm1, we can get that the core attribute sets are { }Core a= . On this condition, according to the 
step3 of the Algorithm 2, let e { }R d a= e ( )R d, since (C )POS D POS D′ ′≠
)D
, then for each condition attribute 
, calculateeC R dic∈ − ( , e ,ik c R d )D = e { } e( ) (iR d c R dDγ γ∪ − , and select ,
let
e
) max ( , e , )kc C R dD k c R d D∈ −=( , e ,k c R d
e e { } { , }R d R d c a c= ∪ = ; so PO e ( )R dS D POS′ ( )C D′=  then the algorithm terminates. Output 
relative reduction e { , }R d a c= .
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Table 1：Decision table S
U a b c d D
x1 2 1 2 1 0
x2 1 2  2 1 1
x3 2 1 2 1 0
x4 1 2  2 1 1
x5 1 1 2 1 1
x6 1 1 2 1 1
x7 1 2 2 1 1
x8 1 2 2 1 1
x9 1 2 2 1 1
x10 1 2 2 1 0
5. Conclusion 
      To improve the efficiency of the algorithm for relative attribution reduction in rough set theory is a 
significant work. After thorough comprehension of rough set theory, some useful properties based on 
positive region are found. The decision properties of core and relative reduction are presented. By making 
use of positive region as heuristic information to attribution reduction, from the viewpoint of the 
classification ability of equivalence relation to measure the attribute importance, an efficient method of 
calculating relative attribution reduction is provided, meanwhile, example analysis illustrates that the 
proposed algorithm is feasible and efficient.  
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